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Abstract

The  chapter  argues  that  individuals  are  dynamic  systems that  continually  transact  with  their
situational experiences. Computational modeling may provide a useful set of tools for generating
and  refining  hypotheses  regarding  general  principles  of  such  person-situation  transactions.
Building computational models encourages conceptual rigor and allows proof-of-principle testing
of hypotheses, even though the models do not provide empirical evidence. It has been previously
hypothesized  that  person-environment  transactions  (systematic  situational  influences  on
personality)  tend  to  increase,  whereas  random  influences  may  decrease  the  magnitude  of
individual differences. The chapter introduces a framework (personality space framework; PSF)
for building computational models that play through such scenarios. The models suggested that
any kind  of  accumulating  situational  experiences  may tend to  make people  more  alike  until
variance reaches a plateau, regardless of whether the experiences are random or systematically
tied  to  pre-existing  trait  levels.  The  simulations  also  suggested  that  person-environment
transactions may contribute to the emergence of personality “factor(s)”.

Computational modeling of person-situation transactions: How accumulation of situational
experiences can shape the distributions of trait scores

In this  chapter,  we address  how accumulating situational  experiences  may potentially
influence  psychological  development.  Specifically,  we  focus  on  one  observable  aspect  of
development:  the  magnitudes  of  individual  differences  in  personality  characteristics.  We
hypothesize that relatively specific external circumstances—situations as people experience them
—accumulate  over  time  and  can  continually  influence,  or  update,  individuals'  pre-existing
personality characteristics. Therefore, we do  not define external influences as  broad classes of
influences that aggregate multitudes of specific factors or situational experiences (e.g.,  genes,
parental family environment, having a family of one's own, living in a Western culture) or reflect
major but rare life events (e.g., trauma, child-birth, losing job). Instead, we consider the possible
role of relatively specific and mundane situations that may each last for only short periods of time
and be confined to particular physical or social circumstances. 

We are interested in how the process of the accumulation of such situational experiences
can play out with regard to variability in personality characteristics. Perhaps unlike many other
chapters in the book, we will not label the kinds of situations that we consider or characterize
them in detail other than treating them as falling into one of two broad types: random situational
experiences  versus  those  reflecting  systematic  person-social  environment  transactions.  The
defining feature of  the  latter  type  is  that  the situational  experiences  are  partly  dependent  on
people's  pre-existing  characteristics.  Of  course,  there  are  various  other  types  of  situational
experiences that people can face, but here we focus on only these two.

Computational modeling as a potentially useful tool

We  propose  that  one  way  to  systematically  and  rigorously  think  about  complex
psychological  phenomena  such  as  the  accumulation  of  situational  experiences  and  their
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transactions  (two-way  interactions)  with  personality  characteristics  is  to  formulate  working
hypotheses  as  computational  models.  Essentially,  this  means  that  hypotheses  are  set  up  in
mathematical terms and thereby lend themselves to being implemented as computer programs
that take some specified input values and, on the basis of these input values and clearly specified
algorithms  that  operationalize  specific  hypotheses,  produce  some  numerical  outputs.  We
emphasize that these numerical outputs do not provide empirical evidence for the hypotheses that
they purportedly reflect because they entirely depend on the input values and algorithms going
in1. 

Instead, computational models may be useful thinking tools. First,  they encourage—in
fact, even require—clarity and rigor in thinking. For an idea to be mathematically specified and
thereby implementable as a computational model, it has to be fleshed out in considerable detail.
For example, nothing is easier than saying that people choose much about the situations they
experience and the situations they experience in turn influence them. To make this idea specific
enough  to  be  implemented  as  a  computational  model  requires  operationalizing  individuals,
situations and the specific manner in which they transact. Indeed, getting a model that involves a
number of interacting parameters to run at all may require a great deal of hard thinking. If there
are blatant gaps or inconsistencies in how the ideas are operationalized, the model simply will not
run,  or  it  will  produce values  that  are  clearly outside any plausible  boundaries for them. Of
course,  a  running  model  generating  reasonable-looking  outputs  does  not  inevitably  tell  us
something  useful  and/or  non-obvious  about  the  real  world.  But  it  may.  And  perhaps  more
importantly, a model that does not even run may have very limited chances of being useful. 

Second, to the extent that the output of one computational model bears more resemblance
to the phenomena that we observe in the real world than the output of some other models, the
hypotheses on which this model was based would appear somewhat more plausible and perhaps,
just perhaps more worthwhile of being submitted to empirical tests. Collecting real data is often
expensive, so proof-of-principle testing of ideas before submitting them to empirical tests may
make a lot of sense. Finally, when ideas fail as computational models, they can be “tweaked”
until they start working. This may lead to new hypotheses, as may models' side-products: aspects
of  models'  behavior  that  were  not  intended  in  the  first  place,  but  that  may  be  interesting
nevertheless.  In  sum,  thus,  computational  models  are  tools  that  can  guide  thinking  prior  to
empirical testing.

Of course, computational modeling is already being employed in psychological and social
sciences (e.g., Gershman, Horvitz, & Tenenbaum, 2015; Conte et al., 2012; Nowak, Vallacher, &
Zochowski, 2005), but it has not been extensively used in personality research (Fraley & Roberts,
2005; Read et al., 2010), never mind in attempts to study the transactions between personality
characteristics  and  situations.  We  therefore  propose  a  novel  framework  for  building
computational models that could be suitable for playing through complex scenarios that involve
numerous  variables  and their  transactions—such as  those  between  situations  and personality
characteristics.

1 To  some  extent,  statistical  analyses  of real empirical  data  are  also  subject  to  the
researcher-imposed  algorithmic  choices.  For  example,  correlation  coefficients  reflect  our
preconceived idea that the phenomena of interest have linear associations across the full range of
their values. As we will argue below, this may not be plausible at least in some circumstances,
but the assumption nevertheless influences the outcome of the analyses.
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Personality variance

In one sense, variance has always played a central role in personality research, to the
extent  that  personality  is  often  defined  as  variance—that  is,  individual  differences.  Pivotal
conceptual-mathematical tools in personality research such as principal components and factor
analyses or correlations are based on variance, as are attempts to link personality characteristics
to their possible causes (e.g., Bjørnebekk et al., 2013) and consequences (e.g., Roberts, Kuncel,
Shiner, Caspi, & Goldberg, 2007). Little variance among individuals in some behavior literally
means little involvement  of personality.  Recently,  another  level  of personality  variance—that
expressed within people over time and across situations—has become a popular subject of study,
with studies consistently showing that there may be at least as much variance within individuals
than among them (Fleeson, 2001; Sherman, Rauthmann, Brown, Serfass, & Jones, 2015, Mõttus,
Epskamp, & Francis, 2017). In another and more explicit sense, however, variance in personality
characteristics  has  been  paid  surprisingly  little  explicit  attention.  For  example,  although  a
multitude  of  research  has  investigated  how  average levels  of  personality  characteristics  are
associated  with,  say,  life  experiences  or  demographic  features  such  as  age  and  gender  or
cultural/national  groupings,  research  into  how  these  features  are  linked  with  variance in
personality characteristics is rare. 

We think that this ought to change, because variance patterns may provide useful insights.
Variance may tell us something about the influences that operate on personality. One field of
research that may benefit from attention to variance is personality development. For example, it
has been proposed that individuals' personalities develop by transacting with their environments
(Caspi  &  Roberts,  2001;  Caspi,  Roberts,  &  Shiner,  2005),  with  people  tending  to  select
themselves into, or create for themselves, environmental experiences that match their pre-existing
personality characteristics and these self-selected experiences then reinforcing the characteristics.
In  the  context  of  this  handbook,  we  can  think  of  environments  as  recurring  experiences  of
systematically similar situations. 

Indeed, it has been suggested for quite some time that the life experiences that people
actively  seek,  create  or  evoke  may  deepen  the  personality  characteristics  that  led  to  these
experiences  in  the  first  place,  a  phenomenon  referred  to  as  the  corresponsive  principle  of
personality development (Caspi et al., 2005). For example, extraverted people may systematically
seek out socially stimulating situations, or perceive situations as suitable for social engagements
or  modify them to be such, and the accumulation of  the resulting experiences  might  further
enhance their  social  skills  and thereby gradually  accentuate  their  extraversion  even more.  In
contrast,  less  extraverted  individuals  may  avoid  socially  stimulating  situations  and  thereby
deprive themselves of practicing relevant skills, which may further lessen their social ambitions
and  thereby  decrease  their  level  of  extraversion  even  more.  If  and  when  the  corresponsive
principle holds, it would suggest that individual differences in personality characteristics ought to
increase over time. As people advance in age, they are likely to have accumulated opportunities
to select themselves into matching situations and receive reinforcing influences from the resulting
experiences. Therefore,  ceteris paribus, individuals who initially score relatively high on a trait
should tend to score yet higher, individuals who initially score relatively low on the trait should
become lower still, and overall variance on the trait should increase over time. 

This (verbal) reasoning seems right within the context of considering extraversion, or any
single trait, in isolation from everything else, but no trait likely develops independently of all
other traits and life circumstances that influence these. In each individual, there is probably a
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complicated system of multiple characteristics that interact with each other (Cramer et al., 2012;
Mõttus & Allerhand, in press)—some contributing to, or inhibiting, one or more others—and also
with multiple situational experiences over numerous occasions. This means thousands or even
millions of specific processes when we consider these processes as happening continually over
time. This is something that is very hard to build into any verbal model with any tractable level of
specificity.  It  may be that  the expected tendency for  increasing variance just  never  becomes
observable because of the sheer number of transactions in individuals’ personality systems. Or,
alternatively, it may be that the tendency plays out so strongly over the course of these numerous
transactions as to lead to unrealistically large increases in variance—an outcome that should also
question  the  idea  of  person-environment  transactions  increasing  variance.  It  is  difficult  to
mentally play through these scenarios to assess their plausibility.

Mõttus and colleagues (2016) suggested that the plausibility of the hypothesis of person-
situation transactions increasing variance could be tested using a simulation design, which means
implementing it as a computational model. Based on what was discussed above, this could have
at  least  two  benefits.  First,  it  could  make  us  think  rigorously  about  some  of  the  specific
implications  of  the  hypothesis  because  this  is  necessary  to  formulate  the  hypothesis  in
mathematical terms. Second, to the extent that the computational model produces results that are
consistent with the hypothesis, it could lend some proof-of-principle credibility to it and thereby
make a stronger case for attempts to empirically test it. Or the results could suggest modifying the
hypothesis, or perhaps scrapping it altogether. 

Naturally,  if  some  empirical  findings  already  exist,  the  computational  results  can  be
compared to these. In empirical data, variance in personality characteristics does not appear to
systematically change from adolescence onwards (Mõttus et al., 2016). However, there is a robust
trend  for  increasing  variance  from  childhood  through  early  adolescence  (Mõttus,  Soto,  &
Slobodskaya, 2017). Given these findings, it appears plausible that the corresponsive principle
indeed entails increases in variance,  ceteris paribus.  But because the tendency is not what is
empirically observed in adulthood, this would suggest that either the corresponsive principle no
longer applies or there are some countervailing forces that offset its implications. In the latter
case, the corresponsive principle needs to be tweaked accordingly.

Indeed, there may be other influences that negate or even reverse the possible variance-
increasing tendencies  of  person-situation  transactions  (Mõttus  et  al.,  2016).  For  instance,  the
maturity principle of personality development postulates that the typical mean-level changes that
occur  during  adulthood—with  most  people  becoming  more  socially  dominant,  agreeable,
conscientious,  and  emotionally  stable  with  age—reflect  socialization  processes  that  act  to
moderate  or  negate  tendencies  to  express  all  traits  in  extremity  due  to  negative  social
consequences (Caspi et al., 2005). Such socialization processes would tend to make individuals
more  alike  (more  similar  to  the  “average”  or  most  socially  well-adapted  person),  thereby
reducing trait variance. 

Moreover,  personality  development  may  be  subject  to  essentially  random  situational
influences  that  are  neither  related  to  pre-existing  trait  levels  (as  per  person-environment
transactions)  nor  tend  to  pull  everyone  toward  particular  trait  levels  (through  socialization
processes).  For  example,  having a  friendly  desk-mate  at  office  or  being  bumped into  in  the
subway might be considered random influences that could but do not have to happen to anyone,
regardless of their initial personality characteristics. Of course, at a closer inspection, even such
influences may be more likely to happen to people with some characteristics, but let us consider
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the possibility that, even within the situational experiences that people work towards creating for
themselves  and  that  generally  match  their  characteristics,  some aspects  of  the  situations  are
uncontrollable. 

To the extent that such random situational influences exist, their accumulation over time
could tend to pull individuals toward average personality profiles rather than promote extreme
trait  levels.  This  is  because  situations  that  are  average  in  terms  of  their  personality-relevant
aspects may be more likely than those contributing toward the extreme trait levels. Traits are
normally distributed and so can be people’s everyday experiences, conceptualized along some
psychologically relevant dimensions. Among other factors, this may be because many situations
are  social  in  nature  and  thereby  reflect  the  traits  of  other  people—and  these  are  normally
distributed. But this may also happen for purely mathematical reasons: according to the central
limit theorem, average occurrences of a large number of independent variables (e.g., different
types of experiences that are relevant for a particular trait but that are independent by virtue of
being random) tend to form a normal-like distribution, regardless of their own distributions. 

Thus, while the influences of possible socialization pressures on variance are self-evident
(people  tend  to  respond  to  common  social  pressures  by  adopting  similar  habitual  adaptive
behavior  patterns,  which  thereby  restricts  variance),  the  hypothesis  pertaining  to  random
situational influences is more complex and its implications for variance may be arguable: we may
not  be  able  to  anticipate  likely  patterns  by  mere  verbal  reasoning.  Therefore,  we  may  gain
insights about possible implications of random influences by using computational models. 

There  may  be  other  reasons  that  variance  in  personality  characteristics  increases  in
childhood and not after this. One is that a trend toward increasing variance due to transactions
between personality characteristics and situational experiences may not be linear. Specifically,
characteristics might become inured to accumulating situational experiences because they may
not be infinitely malleable. Once some characteristics have been pulled from their baseline levels
by, say, systematic situational experiences, it may become ever more difficult to pull them yet
further into the particular direction. Among other reasons, this may happen as the responses to
these situations become habitual or because trait-expression has some physical/biological limits
(that may also vary across people, of course)—one can only be talkative or argumentative to a
certain degree. If one thinks of the baseline levels as genetically influenced, then this hypothesis
reflects  a  non-linear  form  of  gene-environment  interaction.  Genetic  influences  predispose
individuals  to particular  situational  experiences that initially  foster  the manifestation of these
influences, but then the characteristics being influenced become increasingly insensitive to, or
saturated by, these influences and the fostering effect of the environment wanes. 

In the next two sections, we describe a computational framework that we call personality
space  framework  (PSF).  The  framework  is  suitable  for  modeling  hypotheses  that  relate
accumulation of situational experiences to the development of the distributions of personality
characteristics. It represents individuals as dynamic systems that “consist of” multiple interacting
characteristics, form groups of transacting systems (i.e., individuals who coalesce into loosely-
defined groups), and adhere to principles of self-organization. The possibility that individuals
transact based on their characteristics is particularly important because this allows for a simple
form of person-environment transactions that can be modeled. Here we consider the possibility
that individuals tend to transact with and be influenced by others who are similar to them in
personality characteristics. In real life this may happen because individuals' choices of situations
are based on their pre-existing characteristics (Bahns, Crandall,  Gillath, & Preacher, 2017) or
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because  they  directly  prefer  like-minded  others  (Grosz,  Dufner,  Back,  &  Denissen,  2015;
Selfhout  et  al.,  2010;  McPherson,  Smith-Lovin,  &  Coo1,  2005).  For  the  former,  it  is  well
established that personality trait scores are linked with a wide range of choices that people make
and life-circumstances they end up in.  Of course,  other principles of inter-personal dynamics
could also be modeled. Therefore, what we mean by situations is essentially perceptions of other
individuals.

Conceptual description of the PSF

Common techniques in personality research such as principal component analysis (PCA)
represent individuals as points or vectors in a multidimensional feature space. A central concept
of the PSF is  personality space, which is essentially a dynamic version of a multidimensional
feature space, or a model of the manner that can accommodate individuals, their interactions and
development  over  time.  Assuming  that  personality  characteristics can  be  represented  by
dimensional  quantities,  we can project  individuals  into a  multidimensional  space spanned by
orthogonal  dimensions  representing  the  individual  features  considered  in  the  model.  Each
individual can then be thought of as a point in this feature space, the coordinates of which are the
quantities of the individual on the features. In other words, individuals' coordinates in personality
space represent  their  personality profiles,  as sometimes studied in what  is  called the person-
centered approach (Asendorpf, 2015). In line with much of personality research, we call these
features traits, but it is important to note that here (as in much of personality research) they are
essentially  just  place-holders.  For  example,  traits  may  represent  very  specific  behavioral
tendencies in addition to,  or even instead of, the broad aggregate dispositions the term often
denotes in personality literature. Although some traits may be unique to single individuals or
appear and disappear as individuals develop, here we assume that there exists a set of traits on
which all individual are scalable throughout observable development2. Equally, individuals can
be  thought  of  as  vectors  starting  from the  origin  and  ending  in  the  location  with  the  said
coordinates (Figure 1). Put this way, individuals are characterized by the directions and lengths of
their person vectors. The personality space thus represents individual differences.

While techniques such as PCA attempt to identify popular directions among the person
vectors, the PSF uses personality space for a wider range of purposes. First, it can be extended in
“time” by developing through a(n unlimited) number of cycles, and person vectors can change
their lengths and directions over this time (Figure 1). As a result, the personality space does not
only represent individual differences but also within-individual variation. Second, in addition to
individuals themselves, every influence acting on each individual, situational or otherwise, can be
represented as a vector in this space. We can call these force vectors. After all, for any change to
happen there has to be some force(s) driving it. We will show that force vectors of whatever
number and nature can continuously combine into individual-specific networks of connections
among personality traits and thereby change the traits (Cramer et al., 2012; Mõttus & Allerhand,
in press).

Under the model, force vectors influence person vectors by pressuring them to move into
particular  directions  as  the  personality  space  develops  through  time.  For  example,  the  force
vectors  can  represent  both  internal  (e.g.,  genotypes)  or  external  (e.g.,  observations  of  other
individuals in the space or whatever other situational perceptions) influences and they can impact

2 Naturally,  the  framework  can  be  extended  to  describe  situations  where  the  sets  of
extant, or at least focal, traits differ across people or over time: if a trait is not relevant to an
individual at a particular time, it can be 'silent' by having a zero value. 
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individuals both additively and in transactions with each other. The force vectors can be time-
invariant (e.g., representing one's DNA sequence) or time-varying, and they can pertain to (i.e.,
have non-zero values for) all traits or only a subset of them (i.e., have values of zero for the non-
pertinent  traits).  Likewise,  individuals  themselves  can  influence  the  forces  acting  on  them,
allowing for person-environment transactions (Caspi & Roberts, 2001). This may sound like a
sweeping  and  vague  proposition  (the  kind  that  verbal  theories  often  make),  but  we  can
operationalize  this:  individuals  can  influence  other  people  around  them  by  becoming  force
vectors for them, whereas these other people can be force vectors for them (for similar ideas see
Asendorpf,  2017).  This  very  simple  principle  means  that  people  create  their  own  social
environments  that  then  reinforce  their  characteristics  (because  people  contributed  these
characteristics  to  the  social  environment).  This,  of  course,  is  nothing  other  than  a  specific
operationalization of the corresponsive principle. 

Figure 1. The development of personality space across three cycles. John and Jane become more
similar over time.
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It may look like the personality space can model very complicated systems—and indeed it
does. Everything can influence everything else. Should we be overwhelmed by this possibility of
a nearly infinite number of possible personality features transacting with a nearly infinite number
of  forces  in  a  nearly  infinite  number of  ways,  and thereby drop the idea as  useless  for  any
sensible  purpose?  We do not  think  so.  It  may not  be  useful  to  too  much focus  on  specific
personality features—their nature, number, or whatever property—or particular forces that may
transact with other particular forces. But it may be very useful to think of possible organizational
principles that could govern the dynamics of the system as a whole. If we can conceive of and
operationalize (which requires  very rigorous and mechanistic  thinking indeed)  some of  these
general principles and these principles seem to move the system through states, or towards a
state, that track some phenomena in the real world, then we may have learned something about
how personality could work. Focusing on general principles makes it unnecessary to enumerate
the nearly infinite number of specific transactions going on in the system. It means seeing forest
for the trees.

Specifically, we propose that the dynamic processes that take place within and between
individuals  can  have  an overarching purpose of  striving  for  an equilibrium or  attractor  state
(Nowak,  Vallacher,  &  Zochowski,  2005).  This  state  corresponds  to  a  balance  between  all
influences  acting  on any individual  at  any given time,  appropriately  force-weighted,  and the
individuals' person vectors corresponding to this balance (cf. Cramer et al., 2012). Specifically,
an individual’s equilibrium can be operationalized as the combined effect of whatever forces
acting on that individual no longer causing any change in their personality. Given some stability
in these forces (e.g., due to genetic make-up or at least some stable components of environment),
individuals generally tend to move closer to the state of equilibrium, although they are open to
perturbations that can, at any time, redefine what the equilibrium state would be (Nowak et al.,
2005). We believe this to be one possible operationalization of the popular concept of personality
maturation,  whereby  individuals  generally  become  more  stable,  functional,  and  socially  and
emotionally adjusted over time (Caspi & Roberts, 2001; Caspi et al., 2005). This may be because
most (although certainly not all) individuals are increasingly efficient in adjusting to the different
influences acting on them, be these internal or external. Importantly, if individuals transact, their
individual  strivings  for  personal  equilibrium  are  inherently  intertwined,  which  results  in  a
tendency for the whole personality space to tend towards an equilibrium.

In  equilibrium,  there  would  no  longer  be  any  change,  but  of  course  this  is  only  an
idealized state towards which the system generally tends to move. Humans and their groups are
not closed systems—all sorts of things can and do happen to them. In reality, new forces (e.g.,
external influences such as new individuals or information, or internal factors such as hormonal
changes) can arrive on the scene and redefine the equilibrium. As discussed above, there may
also  be  random influences.  But  even if  the  personality  space  only  strives towards  this  state
without reaching it, this can generate systematic patterns in apparently very complex systems. Of
course, there are many processes through which equilibria can emerge from transactions in the
personality  space.  But  exploring  this  is  exactly  our  intent  in  designing the  models.  We can
compare the patterns of processes and equilibria  we observe to  developmental and structural
patterns  in  empirical  data:  for  example,  increases  or  decreases  in  trait-level  variance  in
populations over time.

Connections among traits

In the PSF, an important aspect of an individual's personality is how his/her traits are
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inter-connected  and  thereby  influence  each  other.  This  defines  the  individual’s  underlying
personality structure (which does not necessarily correspond to the factor structure of individual
differences among individuals). The inter-connections can mathematically be represented by a
matrix  of  connection  weights.  Over  time,  the  connections  determine  the  relative  trait  scores
because they represent the force vectors through which traits act on each other. Under this model,
we  can  think  of  personality  as  an  amount  of  psychological  activity  or  resources  which  the
connections allocate across the traits. 

In models that describe one or, at best, a few measurement occasions for each participant,
associations between variables can be represented as linear. However, when modeling dynamic
systems based on the very large numbers of hypothetical causal processes per individual, as is
possible to generate using computer simulations and that may mimic what happens in real world,
one immediately faces the need to posit non-linear processes. The elements of a dynamic system
simply  cannot  continuously  influence  each  other  in  an  invariant  way.  For  example,  if  traits
contribute to one another monotonically (as we would represent  the associations in  a typical
structural/measurement model), their scores will grow unboundedly (for a similar discussion see
Blum & Schmitt, 2017). Likewise, if the connections are negative and traits inhibit each other,
levels  of  the  traits  could  quickly  shrink  to  near-zero.  These  are  unlikely  scenarios  for
psychological processes, at least pertaining to normal development. To avoid this, traits have to
have  either  natural  boundaries,  negative  feedback  loops,  or  both  positive  and  negative
connections that balance each other. Of note is that a simulation study of personality stability by
Fraley  and  Roberts  (2005)  appeared  to  mechanically  constrain  the  variances  to  avoid  the
problem.

Thinking of personality processes as the allocation of psychological resources across traits
may be a parsimonious solution to this problem. Provided that the level of these resources is
relatively stable over time (which really is just another way of saying that personalities neither
vanish nor explode), then allocating more activity to some traits may automatically mean that
there is less of it for other traits. Positive connections in some parts of the personality system
have to be accompanied by negative connections in some other parts. The limited resources can
be thought of as effort,  time, attention/focus, invested learning/practice, self-regulation, or the
likes (Penke, 2010), and their amount may vary across people. 

We can now see two ways of thinking of individuals' personalities: as person vectors in
the personality  space that  represent variations across individuals and over time, and causally
connected systems within individuals.  Moreover,  we can see how the two representations  of
personality are inherently inter-connected. Connections within individuals' personality systems
control their positions in personality space by increasing the scores of some traits at the expense
of others and thereby determining their relative rankings—both within- and across individuals.
This way, individuals' internal personality structures become manifest as personality variability
over time and across people. 

Forces Can Influence Connections

As personality change happens because of traits  increasing or decreasing each other’s
values,  forces  operating  on  an  individual's  personality  have  to  exert  their  influences  by
contributing to the connection matrix of their traits. Such forces being represented as multiple
(force) vectors, there must then be a mechanism that combines the vectors and translates them
into matrices. 
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As already specified, each force vector represents a location in the personality space that
attracts or repels the person vector at the particular point of time. The forces can also vary in their
relative power (weights); for example, the force weight representing genetic influences may be
weighed by some sort of “heritability” estimate. At each point, the person vector attempts to
move towards a location that balances all these forces as per their relative weights at this time,
being their weighted resultant. This balance can be called the target vector (an operationalization
of attractor state; Nowak et al.,  2005). Naturally, the target vector can change over time as a
result of changes in force vectors or their weights (Figure 2). Importantly, this target vector can
be mathematically interpreted as the principal eigenvector of the connection matrix. This is a key
idea of the PSF.

Matrices can be decomposed into eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues; this is the
basis  for  PCA,  for  example.  By the  same token,  given  one  or  more  eigenvectors  and  their
corresponding eigenvalues, a matrix can be 'reconstructed' from them with varying degrees of
precision. Here, the target vector is the eigenvector from which the connection matrix is to be
reconstructed.  The  precision  of  this  reconstruction  can  be  (although  does  not  have  to  be)
systematically  controlled.  This  precision  could  also  be  seen  as  a  measure  of  personality
maturation so that the more mature a personality, the more aligned it becomes with its target
vector. This way, the more mature a person is, the more effectively he/she has adjusted his/her
personality  to  all  the forces  acting  on him/her  (including the  forces  that  reflect  the  person’s
transactions with the environment). Thus, the PSF can model the convergence of person vectors
towards their individual and collective equilibria as a gradual process, reflecting possible inertia
in personality change.

Figure 2.  Multiple  force vectors  are combined into a target  vector,  which is  their  weighted
resultant. The target vector changes as a result of changing forces or their weights. The figure
conveys the idea that the number and nature of the force vectors that can combine into the target
vector is unlimited, although in the chapter we really only consider three types of them.
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Crucially, there is two-way traffic between person vectors and their related force vectors
in the personality space. Different force vectors combine into the target vector, which becomes
the basis for the connection matrix, which in turn influences the person vector. What is more, the
person vector can become a force vector for other individuals' person vectors3. This means that a
person may change, or become part of, his/her own environment, which then influences him/her.
These relatively simple rules allow for considerable flexibility in building specific personality
models because the forces can continuously change, transact and be weighed differently as per
researchers’ hypotheses—but do this in a principled way and by producing observable parameters
such as magnitudes of individual differences. 

Mathematical Specification of the PSF

A person vector is represented numerically by a vector  y of  k elements, which can be
thought  of  as  a  multivariate  score  representing  the  observed  personality  characteristics
represented by the k traits, and a k x k matrix denoted P in which each element ai,j is a connection
weight representing the amount of influence of the i’th trait upon the j’th trait (or of the i’th trait
upon itself for elements ai,i). Individuals change their location y in personality space when their
internal structure P changes. This is because P is not only a connection weight matrix but also a
projection operator—it projects, or pulls,  y  towards a certain direction and length (that of the
target  vector).  Matrix  P is  not  necessarily  symmetric,  and  the  connection  weights  may  be
positive, negative or zero. The rows of P represent contributions of the respective traits to other
traits,  whereas  the  columns  encode  the  contributions  that  the  respective  traits  receive.  The
diagonal values of P represent the stability of the corresponding traits. Because y represents the
coordinates  of  an  individual's  location  in  the  personality  space,  we can  think  of  personality
change,  individual  differences  (e.g.,  topological  “distance”  between  personalities),  and  their
clustering as projections across the space. 

P acts as a projection operator by projecting the person vector y onto a target vector v, the
weighted resultant of the set of vectors representing every force acting on y. As discussed above,
the person vectors of one or more individuals may be combined into the target vector v alongside
a potentially unlimited number of other forces represented as vectors of the length k. The matrix
is defined by P = A(BTA)-1.  BT is an oblique projection operator such that  P projects  y along a
path specified by the orthogonal complement of the subspace spanned by B onto a target that is
the subspace spanned by the columns of  A. Specifically, to construct an operator matrix  P  to
project y onto a single spanning line defined by a target direction v ('rank-1' projection), matrix A
needs only one column, which is v. Matrix B, the null space of A, is used to define the path of the
projection. The most parsimonious way of defining B is based on the rank-1 oblique projection
along a straight line. In this case, the person vector y tends towards the direction and length of its
target vector v along the minimum distance path (Figure 3). In order to obtain this, matrix B is
specified as the set of column vectors that are orthogonal to span{v-y}, which can be derived by a
Gram-Schmidt process. 

For computational reasons, the time-varying dynamics of the personality space is divided
into discrete steps (cycles); their “duration” is completely flexible. An individual's trait scores yn

3 Naturally,  the person vectors can also influence whichever other force vectors researchers
want to specify. For example, an individual may choose a job whose characteristics match
his/her personality traits, so a force vector reflecting job demands can become influenced by
person vector. However, we are not modeling these possibilities here.
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and their connections Pn are time-varying, where n denotes the time-point. The evolution of trait
scores  is  related  to  the connections  among them by a simple iteration  scheme,  yn =  yn-1Pn-1.
According to this scheme, at each time-point, n = 1,2..., the score of each trait is updated as the
sum of all trait scores in vector  y weighted by their respective influences upon the trait. This
ensures that yn is projected towards vn, as Pn is defined by vn. If matrix P were constant over time,
it would be possible to condense the iteration to a single step involving the matrix power Pn. The
purpose of iterating with multiple steps, however, is to allow Pn to be time-varying and thereby to
change as a result of dynamics in the personality space. The person vector y no longer changes
when the weight matrix P is idempotent (i.e., Pn = Pn+1). To allow projection of y towards v to be
gradual  and  thereby  v to  change  along  the  way,  however,  it  is  necessary  that  Pn gradually
approaches idempotence. This property can be achieved as follows. 

If matrix  P can be decomposed into the eigenvectors collected into the matrix  Q and
corresponding eigenvalues encoded in the diagonal matrix Λ, such that P = QΛQ-1 (as is done in
PCA), then  Pn =  QΛnQ-1 (Meyer,  2000).  This shows that  as  n increases,  Pn keeps  the same
eigenvectors as  P, but the eigenvalues of  Pn are  Λn;  Pn becomes idempotent when  Λn  contains
eigenvalues of only 0 and 1. Therefore, P can be made to approach idempotence by setting the to-
approach-zero eigenvalues of  Pn to fractions inside the unit circle and ascribing the to-remain-
non-zero eigenvalues 1. Then, as n increases, the eigenvalues of Pn that are 1 stay constant, but
the fractional eigenvalues tend to  0,  so that  Pn becomes idempotent in the limit.  The rate of
convergence to idempotence is controlled by the size of the fraction: if the fractional eigenvalues
are already 0, then convergence is immediate, whereas the closer they are to -1 or 1, the slower
the convergence, because larger n is needed to reduce them. Armed with this, we can see that if
one of the columns of  Q is  v (the other columns can contain random numbers) and only the
corresponding eigenvalue in  Λ is 1 (the other eigenvalues fractional within the unit circle), the
iteration causes y to approach Pny (i.e., v) in ever decreasing steps (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Convergence towards the target vector is gradual. Jane is projected towards her target
vector, which changes over time. The trajectory of the projection changes accordingly.
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Employing PSF to gauge changes in trait variance

PSF provides us with a computational framework for exploring how situational influences
in the form of a) person-environment transactions and b) random influences can, in principle,
play out in terms of variability in personality characteristics, all other things kept constant. 

We  first  explored  the  possible  impact  of  person-environment  transactions.  Here,
environment  means  accumulating  situational  experiences  resulting  from  other  people.
Specifically, this referred to individuals (whom we call agents) interacting with the most similar
other agents (whom we call friends) in the personality space. Of course, in real life people do not
only interact with people they prefer to, but we modeled the idea that generally people are more
likely to gravitate towards or end up in similar situations with like-minded others (McPherson,
Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001; Selfhout et al., 2010; Grosz, Dufner, Back, & Denissen, 2015); the
non-preferred  others  can  be  considered  random  influences  that  we  will  also  address.  The
similarity between agents was operationalized as the absolute distance across all traits (sum of
squared differences between respective scores). The transactions were operationalized as agents
incorporating the trait levels of their friends among their own force vectors, amounting to friends’
personalities  influencing their  personality.  Importantly,  their  friends  would tend do the same
because the same principle applied to all agents and the highest similarity tended to be mutual.
This meant that in addition to being directly influenced by their self-selected social environment,
agents'  own traits  automatically  became part  of  this  social  environment  (because  their  traits
influenced those of their friends). This simple principle meant that agents not only selected but
also  carved  themselves  (social)  environments  that  matched  and  reinforced  their  pre-existing
traits.  These  transactions  happened  iteratively  (computationally,  through  cycles)  and  can  be
thought  of  as mimicking rather  mundane,  everyday-like situational  influences.  The processes
were not deterministic in the sense that at every step agents' scores could change and thereby the
equilibrium towards  which  each  agent  (and  the  whole  personality  space)  strived  could  also
change. We also allowed a small amount of random influences (small shocks) at every step, so
that the personality space could never reach a complete equilibrium—agents would only wiggle
themselves more of less close to the locations in space where they felt comfortable in. We varied
the number of friends people interacted with. We then explored the impact of random influences,
in which every agent mostly received influences unrelated to their own and others' pre-existing
traits. 

The setup

In  all  simulations,  1,000  agents  were  operationalized  as  vectors  in  a  50-dimensional
personality trait space; that is, each agent was characterized by 50 traits. This is of course an
arbitrarily small number of traits, given that there may numerous specific personality traits with
at least partly distinct etiology (Mõttus, Kandler, Bleidorn, Riemann, & McCrae, 2017). But we
had to settle on a number and substantially increasing it would have entailed computational costs.
Each trait was normally distributed with a zero mean and unit variance. The development of the
personality space was modeled through 100 cycles, which appeared sufficient for stable patterns
to emerge. 

At each cycle, each individual was subject to three forces. First, there was an invariant
force vector with a constant weight of 0.5, which represented a constant pull towards a certain
baseline (for similar ideas see DeYoung, 2015). This constant baseline towards which agents
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persistently gravitated could be thought  of as reflecting,  among other things,  genetic  factors,
long-lasting pre- and perinatal influences, or whichever other influences stemming from early and
stable aspects of environment. Of course, 0.5 is just an arbitrary weight for this constant force;
reducing it or ditching it  altogether would have resulted in other processes playing out more
strongly,  while  increasing  it  would  have  had  the  opposite  effect.  The  second  force  vector
represented the combined influence of the agents' friends at the particular cycle, operationalized
as their average trait levels at this point. We varied the number of friends (5, 25, 50, 100, and
250). The third force vector represented random influences that were redefined at each cycle for
each  individual  and  operationalized  as  a  vector  of  random  numbers  drawn  from  a  normal
distribution with zero mean and unit variance. The weights of the latter two vectors were subject
to manipulation, being either 0.40 and 0.10 for the person-environment transaction condition or
0.10 and 0.40 for the random influences condition, respectively. Again, these particular numbers
are,  and could be,  fairly  arbitrary,  because the purpose was investigating what  varying them
could, in principle, entail. The convergence rate towards the equilibrium (eigenvalues other than
the one associated with the principal eigenvector) was set at 0.90, representing relatively slow
convergence. This left enough wiggling room in the personality space for the transactions to play
out over time. 

Due  to  the  relatively  high  computational  demands  of  the  models,  we  only  ran  each
simulation once. All scenarios were based on exactly the same initial values (agents' scores), so
cross-simulation differences could not reflect differences in the start values. The simulations were
carried out in R statistical language (R Core Team, 2016), and the commented scripts are made
publicly available in Open Science Framework repository (osf.io/pzat9). This means that anyone
with a sufficient understanding of the popular R statistical language can explore and modify the
models, testing, among other things, different model parameters.

Figure 4. Average standard deviations of 50 personality characteristics across 100 cycles, when
person-environment transactions involved different numbers of friends or when agents mostly
experienced random influences. For visual ease, the patterns are presented in two panels.
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The results

As for person-environment transactions, the results of the simulations contradicted the
hypothesis previously put forward (Mõttus et al., 2016; 2017), whereby the transaction (as per
corresponsive principle) would lead to an  increase in the magnitude of individual differences.
According to these simulations,  the transactions appeared to  decrease the variance of agents'
characteristics (Figure 4). The average standard deviation across 50 characteristics was initially
unity (as per model setup), but it quickly dropped to around .60 and then somewhat recovered to
between .70 and .80. Moreover, there appeared a systematic, albeit weak, trend for interactions
with a greater number of other agents conferring a greater decrease in the magnitude of individual
differences. If this is has some correspondence to reality, interacting with more people may make
individuals statistically more “normal”.

With the benefit of hindsight, we can look for a possible explanation for such a pattern of
findings. After all, this is exactly what computational models are for. One has an idea, one runs a
proof-of-principle test of it by implementing it as a computational model, one finds out that the
idea may not be as plausible as initially thought—and one goes back to the drawing board to
come up with a better idea. It is possible that the observed effect of decreasing variance as a
result  of  social  interactions  can  be  ascribed  to  regression  to  the  mean.  Specifically,  even  if
individuals tend to select and carve out trait-matching social niches that then reinforce their pre-
existing traits, it is likely that extreme pre-existing trait levels are not going to be matched with
equally or even more extreme levels, simply because extreme levels are relatively rarer than more
moderate  trait  levels.  That  is,  if  traits,  and thereby resulting social  experiences  of  those that
observe these traits, are normally distributed, then moderate experiences tend to be statistically
more likely than extreme experiences—even for those who tend to look of the latter. 

This explanation is consistent with the observation that interacting with a greater number
of friends contributed to differences between agents becoming even smaller than interacting with
fewer others. This is because the more others an agent observed, the more likely it was that the
average trait levels of these others veered towards the population mean—even if the others were
selected based on the agent's own traits, however extreme these were. For an agent with extreme
trait levels, amassing a group of friends who were equally extreme as the agent itself was only
possible when the intended group of friends was small—again, because there simply were not
enough agents with extreme trait levels to interact with. The larger the targeted group of friends,
the more of an “average” agent they tended to be, on average. This principle may very well apply
in real life, too.

As for the scenario where the time-varying situational influences were random, the results
were consistent with the prediction (Mõttus et al.,  2016): these influences tended to confer a
decrease in the magnitude of individual differences such that an initial sharp drop was followed
by a partial recovery (right panel of Figure 4). The changes in variance resulting from random
influences were almost identical to those resulting from interactions with a large number (250) of
friends. This is probably because random influences were distributed normally (which they also
might be in real life) and the trait level distributions of a large group of friends were also likely to
be normally distributed with means not far off from population means, as was discussed in the
previous paragraph.

Interestingly, in each scenario we observed a somewhat deeper decrease in the magnitude
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of individual differences at the beginning of agent’s “life-cycles” followed by a gradual albeit
partly recovery of this property. This was because of two things. First, it resulted from agents
being more open to influences at earlier cycles because of being relatively further away from
their target vectors (attractor states), which to a substantial extent represented their time-invariant
baseline trait levels. As a result, the multiple influences that collectively tended to pull agents
towards population mean scores could have a stronger effect at earlier cycles. By later cycles,
agents would have wiggled themselves increasingly closer to their niches in the personality space
(partly reflecting the time-invariant baseline) and they also tended to be less open to variance-
decreasing influences. Second, the initial values of agents' scores were random in this setup. Had
the  initial  values  been  identical  to  those  of  the  time-invariant  force  vector  (e.g.,  already
represented  what  would  be  stable  about  the  agents  throughout),  such  an  initial  dip  in  the
magnitude of individual differences would not have emerged, because agents would already have
partly converged towards their would-be baseline values. 

Of note is that the observed pattern is not inconsistent with empirical findings showing
tendency for increasing magnitude of individual differences in childhood (Mõttus et al., in 2017).
So,  among  other  things,  the  empirical  findings  may  suggest  that  children  do  not  start  their
personality development with what would be their more or less stable baseline trait levels but
gradually gravitate towards these, becoming increasingly differentiated from their peers along the
way. Of course, we emphasize that this is only a hypothesis. But it is a hypothesis that would
perhaps not have occurred without such modeling.

The bottom line from these simulations seems to be: all else equal, the accumulation of a
large  number  of  situational  experiences  could  constrain  the  variance  of  psychological
characteristics, regardless of whether the experiences are systematically tied to pre-existing levels
of the characteristics. Possibly, as we navigate through life and experience all sorts of situations,
this may make us all a little more alike.

A corollary finding: The crud factor

Simulations may incidentally lead to observations that were not initially planned, such as
the initially even more accentuated dip in variance described above. These corollary observations
might  be  useful  for  generating  novel  hypotheses.  We also  noticed  that  the  accumulation  of
person-environment transactions contributed to the correlations among the characteristics. Figure
5  plots  the  first  eigenvalues  of  the  correlation  matrices  among  the  50  characteristics.  These
eigenvalues increased in when social interactions were the dominant time-varying influence on
characteristics but barely increased when social  interactions were less prominent and random
influences  dominated.  This  suggests  that  individuals'  characteristics  may become more inter-
correlated as a result of person-environment transactions.

It is in fact easy to see why social interactions could contribute to correlations among
characteristics. There being a pervasive pattern of correlations among characteristics (in other
words, a principal component) means that one direction of person vectors is more popular than
other directions in the personality space, as was discussed above. When agents interacted, they
gravitated towards each other and inevitably some directions became more popular than others.
To  the  extent  that  the  interacting  groups  of  agents  partly  overlapped,  they  were  likely  to
eventually  veer  towards  a  somewhat  common  direction—something  that  would  become  a
normative (personality) profile for this population.

This is what happened in the simulations, but the scenario may also have a real-world
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counterpart. Specifically, it has been noticed for a long time (e.g., Thorndike, 1911) that there is a
pervasive pattern of correlations  among the variables that  psychologists  (and social  scientists
more generally) measure. Among other things, this has been called the crud factor (Meehl, 1990)
or  ambient noise level (Lykken, 1968). “Everything correlates to some extent with everything
else” (Meehl, 1990, p. 204), and it does not necessarily result from methodological problems but
may reflect “real differences, real correlations, real trends and patterns for which there is, of
course, some true but complicated multivariate causal theory” (Meehl, 1990, p. 208). The current
simulations suggest that the accumulation of systematic (social situational) experiences may be
one  of  the  mechanisms  that  contributes  to  the  crud  factor.  This  pervasive  pattern  of  small
correlations has also been called the General Factor of Personality (Rushton, Bons, & Hur, 2008),
even though its substantive interpretation has been criticized (e.g., Pettersson, Turkheimer, Horn,
& Menatti, 2012).

Figure 5. First eigenvalues of the correlations among 50 personality characteristics, when either
person-environment  transactions  involved  different  numbers  of  friends  or  agents  mostly
experienced random influences. 

Did we need PSF for all this?

Could such analyses have been carried out in a simpler way? Maybe. For example, in
order  to  explore  the  effect  of  random (situational)  influences  on  the  variance  of  personality
characteristics we could have carried out the simplest possible simulation according to which a
trait (y) is iteratively updated by a random value: yt = yt-1 + r, where t the denotes time and r a
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random variable (for example,  r could have the same distribution as  y).  This is essentially a
random walk model. However, implementing such a simple model in any computational device,
one  will  immediately  see  that  it  does  not  work.  This  is  because  the  variance  of  y will
monotonically increase. For example, with t = 10 the standard deviation of y may have increased
ten-fold and with t = 1000 it may have increased thirty-fold. This is not realistic. Hence, such a
simplistic  linear  model  that  never  converges  to  stable  values  is  unlikely  to  be  a  good
representation of personality processes. Of course, one may deliberately constrain the variance by
rescaling the variables at every cycle (see Fraley & Roberts, 2005), but this would automatically
undermine  any  attempt  to  investigate changes  in  variance.  A  framework  such  as  PSF  that
accommodated non-linear dynamics and self-organizational processes may be more suitable for
building such models. 

Conclusions

It has been previously hypothesized that, ceteris paribus, systematic person-environment
transactions should entail  increases  in the magnitude of individual  differences  (Mõttus  et  al.,
2016,  2017).  That  is,  when people choose which  situations  to  attend and how to  shape and
interpret  these  situations,  they  are  likely  to  do  this  in  ways  that  match  their  pre-existing
characteristics, and these self-selected/created experiences are then likely to accentuate the pre-
existing characteristics even more.  As Roberts  and colleagues (2003) put it:  “the most likely
effect of life [situational] experience on personality development is to deepen the characteristics
that lead people to those experiences [situations] in the first place.” However, although there is
evidence  for  increases  in  the  variance  of  personality  characteristics  until  early  adolescence
(Mõttus  et  al.,  2017),  the  magnitude  of  individual  differences  appears  relatively  constant
thereafter. Among other possible explanations, it has been hypothesized that this may be because
an allegedly variance-decreasing effect of random influences countervails the allegedly variance-
increasing effect of person-environment transactions (Mõttus et al., 2016).

The  current  simulations,  however,  suggest  that  the  intuition  might  have  been  wrong.
Perhaps the accumulation of systematic situational experiences does not entail the accentuation of
individual differences in the sense of increasing variance after all. And yet the accumulation of
such  experiences  may  still  influence  individuals’  characteristics  in  systematic  ways  as  was
suggested by increases of the correlations among agents’ characteristics. This may suggest that
individuals do carve themselves social niches that match their pre-existing characteristics and
thereby deepen these characteristics, but such accentuation of individual differences reflects more
subtle  repositioning in the personality feature space rather than linearly growing in particular
directions.  Thus,  the simulation results  may in fact reconcile the corresponsive principle and
current  empirical  findings  pertaining  to  developmental  trends  in  the  magnitude  of  individual
differences. Of course, the question remains as to the reasons for the increases in personality
variance in children. Among other things, this may reflect gradually converging towards what
would be the baseline trait levels thereafter, as appeared in our simulations. Alternatively, this
may reflect the enrichment of children's behavioral repertoires, for example (Mõttus et al., 2017).

In conclusion, we hope that the chapter provided support for two ideas. First, we hope that
our example showed how computational modeling  generally  allows playing through different
scenarios and how this may help us in thinking about complicated phenomena. Of course, we
have to emphasize again that no one should think of computational models as providing evidence
for an idea. They can only guide thinking, motivate rethinking, point us to new directions and
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perhaps help us to  estimate the relative plausibility  of  some ideas over  others—in principle.
Second, we hope that our examples showed how computational modeling can be specifically
used to think about the complex interplay between individuals and their situational experiences. It
is extremely likely that individuals and the situations that they experience transact in pervasive
and yet complicated ways. Furthermore,  the transactions are likely to play out across a large
number of more or less discrete encounters and be non-linear in that a situational feature does not
always influence a trait in a constant way or the other way around—traits do not always influence
situations in the same way. Computational modeling may be well suited for operationalizing this
complexity in rigorous ways, pitting different scenarios against each other and perhaps coming
up with novel ideas. In particular, the proposed PSF may prove useful for such modeling.
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